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AuthorPOINT Lite Crack

AuthorPoint Lite offers you a reliable
and fast way to convert PowerPoint and
Keynote files to Flash format.
authorPOINT Lite is the easiest way to
convert PowerPoint to Flash for online
streaming. authorPOINT Lite can
convert up to 2 PowerPoint
presentations at a time and needs just
15 seconds to convert a file.
authorPOINT Lite Features:
authorPOINT Lite is fast, simple to use,
reliable and affordable. authorPOINT
Lite works with PowerPoint (.ppt
and.pps), Keynote (.key), and Adobe
Director (.ad) and works on all
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Windows operating systems.
authorPOINT Lite allows you to
convert PowerPoint presentations to
Flash files. authorPOINT Lite is easy-to-
use, and provides fast, accurate and
high quality conversions of PowerPoint
(.ppt and.pps) to Flash (.swf). Once
converted, your Flash presentation has
the same impact as your PowerPoint
presentation retaining its effects, sound,
animation, and rehearse timings etc;
plus you have all the benefits of a Flash
file like reduced size, secure content,
and easy distribution on the Web.
authorPOINT Lite works as a desktop
application. Simply install
authorPOINT Lite. Once installed, it
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can import and convert unlimited
PowerPoint presentations to flash files.
The converted Flash file is smaller,
secure, and in a streaming media format
that's ideal for posting presentations to
Web sites, intranets or self-running CD-
ROMs. With the complementary
'Upload to authorSTREAM' tool you
can upload the converted presentation
to authorSTREAM and deliver it online
for free. authorPOINT Lite Features:
AuthorPoint Lite offers you a reliable
and fast way to convert PowerPoint and
Keynote files to Flash format.
authorPOINT Lite is the easiest way to
convert PowerPoint to Flash for online
streaming. authorPOINT Lite can
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convert up to 2 PowerPoint
presentations at a time and needs just
15 seconds to convert a file.
authorPOINT Lite allows you to
convert PowerPoint presentations to
Flash files. authorPOINT Lite is easy-to-
use, and provides fast, accurate and
high quality conversions of PowerPoint
(.ppt and.pps) to Flash (.swf). Once
converted, your Flash presentation has
the same impact as your PowerPoint
presentation retaining its effects, sound,
animation, and rehearse timings etc;
plus you have all the benefits of a Flash
file like reduced size, secure content,
and easy distribution on the Web.
authorPOINT Lite works as a desktop
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AuthorPOINT Lite Crack X64

Lite version of authorPOINT. Now you
can convert PowerPoint presentations
to Flash (SWF) files. This add-in uses
the following macro: CALLFUNC mac
ro=CALLFUNC(LIST(START,START
PROPERTIES,PPTSTART,PPTPROP
ERTIES,STARTBLOCKS,STARTBL
OCKPROPERTIES,BLOCKS,BLOCK
PROPERTIES,INSERT,INSERTPROP
ERTIES,START,END,ENDPROPERT
IES,STARTPAGE,ENDPAGE,PAGES
,PAGEPROPERTIES,PLAY,TIME,TI
MEPROPERTIES,ATTACHMENT,A
TTACHMENTPROPERTIES,CHART,
CHARTPROPERTIES,OBJECT,OBJE
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CTPROPERTIES,THUMBNAIL,THU
MBNAILPROPERTIES,IMAGE,IMA
GEPROPERTIES,STRETCHPAGE,ST
RETCHPAGEPROPERTIES,HTMLP
AGE,HTMLPAGEPROPERTIES,LAY
OUT,LAYOUTPROPERTIES,USERS
TYLE,USERSTYLEPROPERTIES,FR
AME,FRAMEPROPERTIES,FRAME
PAGE,FRAMEPAGEPROPERTIES,A
SPXPAGE,ASPXPAGEPROPERTIES
,SQTF,SQTFPROPERTIES,FLASH,F
LASHPROPERTIES,FLASHPAGE,FL
ASHPAGEPROPERTIES,SOLUTION
,SOLUTIONPROPERTIES,QUERYR
ESULT,QUERYRESULTPROPERTIE
S,QUERY,QUERYPROPERTIES,SUB
QUERY,SUBQUERYPROPERTIES,V
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ARIABLE,VARIABLEPROPERTIES,
OUTSTRUCTURE,OUTSTRUCTUR
EPROPERTIES,FIND,FINDPROPER
TIES,OPERATION,OPERATIONPRO
PERTIES,EXAMPLE,EXAMPLEPRO
PERTIES,WITHSTYLE,WITHSTYLE
PROPERTIES,WRITE,WRITEPROPE
RTIES,WRITEATTR,WRITEATTRP
ROPERTIES,PAGE,PAGEPROPERTI
ES,PARAMSTREAM,PARAMSTREA
MPROPERTIES,PARAMSTREAMPA
RAMPA 77a5ca646e
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AuthorPOINT Lite

Author: Time: Size: Platform: Views:
Author: Time: Size: Platform: Views:
Kaseya Community Edition is a
software product of Kaseya, the world
leader in cloud-managed IT services.
Kaseya has been powering the
transition to the cloud for over ten
years. Kaseya helps global enterprises
reduce complexity, drive competitive
advantage, and accelerate digital
transformation with its cloud-managed
IT services. The Kaseya Cloud delivers
a complete suite of software-as-a-
service (SaaS), platform-as-a-service
(PaaS), and infrastructure-as-a-service
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(IaaS) offerings that enable rapid, IT-
led digital transformation. Kaseya’s
service portfolio is backed by award-
winning customer support and
24x7x365 professional services. Kaseya
is headquartered in Palo Alto, CA, with
offices around the world including
Moscow, London, New Delhi, Hong
Kong, Tokyo, and Singapore. Allied
Digital Tools is an award-winning
digital solutions company serving the
mainstream and education markets. Our
solutions empower customers to
transform and inspire through digital
means. We build and support software
tools that empower people, and we
believe in a positive future where
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everything is digital. We are an award-
winning agency with a difference. We
take a unique approach to our work,
deliver our clients’ services with
exceptional customer service and
ensure they are offered at the right
price. We are as passionate as we are
passionate about digital transformation.
Our employees, products and solutions
have been ranked at the top of the
industry many times by leading media
outlets and our clients. Allied Digital
Tools is known for delivering creative,
strategic, and innovative solutions to
our clients, offering them a complete
and connected digital services platform.
Our solution is to deliver technology
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and marketing services that are
comprehensive, interactive and
personalized across web, mobile and
digital television. CipherCloud's cloud-
based application lifecycle management
solution (ALM) enables the agile,
software-driven organizations of today
to overcome the challenges of today's
complex business world. The
CipherCloud ALM solution is designed
to provide a "cloud-in-a-box" ALM
solution that easily accommodates
software development and deployment,
including lifecycle management,
governance, source code control,
application management, testing,
quality assurance and security. The
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CipherCloud ALM solution enables the
quick

What's New in the?

The authorPOINT Lite application
makes it easy to convert PowerPoint
presentations to Flash files.
authorPOINT Lite is easy-to-use, and
provides fast, accurate and high quality
conversions of PowerPoint (.ppt
and.pps) to Flash (.swf). Once
converted, your Flash presentation has
the same impact as your PowerPoint
presentation retaining its effects, sound,
animation, and rehearse timings etc;
plus you have all the benefits of a Flash
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file like reduced size, secure content,
and easy distribution on the Web.
authorPOINT Lite works as a desktop
application. Simply install
authorPOINT Lite. Once installed, it
can import and convert unlimited
PowerPoint presentations to flash files.
The converted Flash file is smaller,
secure, and in a streaming media format
that's ideal for posting presentations to
Web sites, intranets or self-running CD-
ROMs. With the complementary
'Upload to authorSTREAM' tool you
can upload the converted presentation
to authorSTREAM and deliver it online
for free. Recipes & Food - 1.2 Office
2007 Installation + ActiveX -
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Programming/Other... 1.2 is a ready to
use Office 2007 Instant Install program.
It can install multiple versions of Office
on a computer or run from a DVD. It
has an intuitive interface and a list of
included items to make it easy to get
started.... Educational Tools - Registry
Resetter 1.0 Registry Resetter is a small
free utility that can be used to reset the
Windows registry. It has a simple
interface and very few options to select
from. To access the full registry viewer
select the Custom option at the end of
the list and the registry viewer will be
displayed.... 327.94 KB Educational
Tools - 7NPS 7.0.0 7NPS is a reporting
tool that will allow you to run a report
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from a number of report servers, CRM,
BPM or case management tools.
Reports can be run manually,
scheduled, polled or triggered. A set of
templates will be included to allow you
to easily create new reports. The reports
can be created in a number of different
styles such as tables, charts, columns,
form etc and all reports are in an
HTML format. The reports can be
printed to PDF, saved to... 29.24 KB
Educational Tools - PowerPoint XML
Presenter 2.1 PowerPoint XML
Presenter makes it easy to convert
PowerPoint presentations to XML so
that other authoring tools can be used to
edit the files. Also see for a more in
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depth description of this product.
PowerPoint XML Presenter is easy to
use and it is free. The price is only
US$0.10 for a... 18.74 KB Educational
Tools - XML to Flash Converter 1.0
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements:
Operating System: Windows XP
Service Pack 2 (32 or 64 bit) Processor:
Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or
better Memory: 512 MB RAM Hard
Disk: 10 GB free space Video: VGA
compatible video card with 32MB
VRAM Sound: DirectX 9.0c compliant
sound card Installation & Download
Prerequisites: Before downloading and
installing [TSS], please make sure you
have downloaded and installed the
recent version of Adobe Flash Player to
the default installation directory
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